A review expresses the concerned aspects and corresponding assessments a customer has towards a particular item. Extracting the user's interests and product's features from their aggregated reviews and matching them together to predict the overall rating is a common paradigm in a review-based recommender. However, such a paradigm trains model on the aggregated historical review which grows with time and may have much conflicting semantics, thus the scalability and accuracy may be compromised. In this paper, a novel review semantics based model(RSBM) is proposed to enhance the performance of the review-based recommender. It consists of three parts: the review semantics extractor, the review semantics generator and the rating regressor. Firstly, the review semantics extractor uses a convolutional neural network(CNN) to extract the semantic features of a particular review text. Secondly, the semantics generator uses a memory-network liked structure and attention mechanism to simulate the decision-making process which assesses each concerned aspect of an item to generate the review semantics. In the training phase, the generated semantics is compared with the semantics extracted by the review semantics extractor. In the last, the generated semantic features are fed into the rating regressor to predict the overall rating. Experiments on a series of reality datasets show that the proposed model gains better performances than several state-of-the-art recommendation approaches in terms of accuracy and scalability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern e-commerce systems typically have billions of items for sale, making it difficult for users to pick out the items they need. The recommender system recovers from such a dilemma, which not only improves the user's shopping experience but also increases platform revenue. To achieve this goal, the core task falls on how to accurately model the user's preferences.
Collaborative Filtering(CF) is the most popular stateof-the-art recommendation methodology, which models the user's preferences from their historical actions such as clicking, rating and viewing. However, such a methodology only models the action itself without understanding the motivation behind the action. Thus its accuracy and interpretability may be compromised. What's more, it will meet a dilemma when the historical action records are sparse.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Long Wang . To address the limitations of collaborative filtering, much auxiliary information is used. The review text is one of them. Almost all e-commerce systems provide the review module. In each review action, the user not only expresses his concerned aspects and corresponding assessments in a review text but also provides an overall rating. For example, in figure 1, it shows a review record given by a user towards a cell phone on Amazon. With the flexibility of the natural language, the user is satisfied with the screen, design and camera of the mobile phone but complains about the battery life, thus the overall rating is 4. It is usual for the user to measure different aspects of the target item when making a purchase decision. Modeling such a phenomenon, the recommender system can capture the user's fine-grained preferences to make more accurate recommendations.
There are a lot of approaches to utilize reviews [19] , [31] . They usually follow the same paradigm, in which the user's and the item's historical reviews are aggregated into a long document. The topic model or deep neural network is used to learn the user's and item's representations, then these features are either incorporated with matrix factorization(MF) model or directly fed into a regression model to estimate the overall rating. Although they have achieved promising results, few of them explicitly model the fact that different users may have different assessments on different concerned aspects. What's more, the length of aggregated reviews grows with time, which limits the scalability of such a paradigm.
This paper proposes a novel review semantics based model(RSBM), which uses a memory-network liked structure to explicitly model the user's assessment action on each aspect. Then the overall assessment features are drawn to approximate the semantic features of the review text for more accurate rating prediction. What's more, the proposed model does not rely on the review aggregation operation, thus it has a better training efficiency and scalability compared to previous models. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A novel review semantics based model(RSBM) is proposed, which explicitly models the user's assessment action on each aspect and generates an overall assessment features based on that to approximate the semantic features extracted from the review for an accurate rating prediction.
• The model uses a different paradigm, in which the model can be trained on a single review text, thus it has a better training efficiency and scalability.
• Experiments on a series of datasets show that the proposed method has a better performance than several state-of-the-art baselines in terms of rating prediction.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review collaborative filtering and review-based recommendation methods related to the proposed model. In Section 3, we define the problem in a way different from the previous common paradigm. In Section 4, we describe the overall framework of the proposed model and implementation details for each part. In Section 5, we theoretically analyze the complexity of the model. In Section 6, a series of experiments are used to demonstrate the performance of the model. A brief conclusion and future work are given in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
Collaborative filtering has proven to be one of the most effective methods in the recommender system. The latent factor model(LFM) is one of the most influential forms in collaborative filtering. LFM [1] represents the user and the item as latent factors in a shared latent space and uses the inner product of latent factors to predict the rating. A lot of works concentrate on enhancing the performance of LFM. PMF [21] assumes that the latent factors of users and items obey the Gaussian distribution, and the rating is estimated by another Gaussian distribution with the mean been set to the inner product of the latent factors. BMF [17] adds user's bias, item's bias and global bias to enhance the performance of the original matrix factorization. SVD++ [12] incorporates neighborhood-based information into LFM. There is a trend of exploiting deep learning in collaborative filtering. Many deep models such as Restricted Boltzmann machine(RBM) [22] , autoencoder [23] and variational autoencoder(VAE) [18] have been applied to raw ratings. NCF [11] proposes NeuMF, in which a deep neural network is used to model the nonlinear relationship between user's and item's latent factors. LRML [26] uses the memory module and attention mechanism to make the model more flexible by directly modeling the latent relations instead of the latent factors. CMN [9] applies memory neural network to collaborative filtering to model the high order neighborhood-based relations between items. Although collaborative filtering has achieved remarkable results, it suffers from data sparsity and poor interpretability. Much auxiliary information such as images, texts, social relations is used to recover from such a dilemma [13] , [27] .
Reviews and ratings, as the most common user-generated information in the e-commerce system, are often combined to make more accurate and interpretable recommendations. The review-based recommendation methods can be generally categorized into sentiment-based, topic-based and deep learning based [7] , [10] .
Sentiment-based works first analyze the sentiment of reviews and use the sentiment information to enhance rating prediction. For example, [20] maps sentiments into ratings and combine them with neighborhood-based models for oneclass collaborative filtering over TED talks. [30] uses phraselevel sentiment analysis to extract the product's features and user's opinions, then combines them with matrix factorization model which considers explicit features and hidden factors together. These methods rely on sentiment analysis tools and sentiment dictionaries to work normally, thus the performance may not be very stable.
Topic-based models apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) [3] to reviews to capture the topic distributions. HFT [19] builds a link between the topic factors and the latent factors in matrix factorization with a transformation. Unlike HFT, the relation between topics and latent factors only exists for items or users, TopicMF [2] correlates topic factors with corresponding latent factors for both users and items. JMARS [8] proposes an entirely unsupervised probabilistic model to capture the interest distribution of users and the content distribution of movies. It models the fact that the user has different sentiments on a per-aspect basis.
Topic modeling based methods often rely on Gibbs sampling algorithms to learn the topic distribution, resulting in nonnegligible computational overload. To address the challenge, ITLFM [28] proposes an integrated topic and latent factor model (ITLFM), which combines topics and latent factors in a linear way to make them complement each other for better accuracies in rating prediction tasks. RBLT [24] exploits textual reviews, as well as ratings, to model user's preferences and item's features in a shared topic space and subsequently introduces them into a matrix factorization model to make a recommendation. Topic-based models rely on LDA, a bag-ofwords model, in which the order of words that may be critical for review semantics is ignored. What's more, the training of LDA is time-consuming and hard to implement end-to-end training.
Deep learning based models employee the deep neural network to learn the representations of users and items from reviews. For example, JRL [29] uses multiple sources of information(review text, product image, numerical ratings) to learn the representations of users and items, then pairwise learning is used to rank for a top-N recommendation. In DeepCoNN [31] , item's aggregated reviews and user's aggregated reviews are fed into two CNNs to learn the representation of the item and the user, then representations are concatenated and fed into a regression layer to predict the rating. TransNet [4] proposes a transfer learning structure to recover the drawback of sample leakage in DeepCoNN. A3NCF [6] combines topic factors of topic model and latent factors of collaborative filtering into an end-to-end neural network model via attention mechanism. NARRE [5] uses a similar structure introduced in DeepCoNN but uses the attention mechanism to re-measure the helpfulness of each historical review in learning user's and item's representations. MPCN [25] uses a pointer network to distinguish the role of different reviews and select representative ones in learning user's and item's representations.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The historical data can be denoted as a collection of quads
where v U u represents the identity of user u, v I i represents the identity of item i, d u,i denotes the review text given by the user u to the item i and r u,i is the corresponding rating.
A. THE AGGREGATED PARADIGM
It is a common paradigm that the user's and item's representations are learned from corresponding aggregated reviews. The aggregated reviews of the user and the item are defined as
In which D u is the aggregated review for user u and D i is the aggregated review for item i. Then the representations of user u and item i can be formulated as
where p d u is the representation of user u learned from the aggregated review and q d i is the representation of item i. f u (.|θ u ) and f i (.|θ i ) are the representation learning model of users and items. Then these representations are combined with latent factors in the MF model and fed into a regression model to predict the overall rating.
B. THE PROPOSED PARADIGM
The aggregated review grows with time, which results in non-negligible computational overload. We propose another paradigm to predict the overall rating via reviews. The overall rating is formulated asr
where ψ(.|θ r ) is the rating prediction model and s is the user's overall assessment semantics extracted from the review. The semantics extraction process is formulated as
where φ(.|θ s ) is the semantics extraction model and θ s is the corresponding model parameter. However, the purchase behavior always happens before the review action, so the user's review is not available in the recommendation phase.
To recover from such a dilemma, we define a semantics generation model to generate the overall assessment semantics of the review text. It is formulated aŝ
where g(.|θ g ) is the semantics generation model, θ g is the corresponding model parame ter andŝ is the generated semantics. In conclusion, the task is to learn model ψ(.|θ r ), φ(.|θ s ) and g(.|θ g ) with constraints that the predicted ratingr u,i is as close as possiable to the groud truth rating r u,i and the generated semanticsŝ is as approximated as possiable to the extracted semantics s of the review text d u,i .
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce the overall framework and the idea of the model, then describe the implementation of each part in the model detailly.
A. FRAMEWORK
The idea of the model is motivated by generative adversarial networks and transfer learning. It models the fact that the user firstly assesses each aspect of the item and then draws an overall assessment based on assessments of these aspects. As the figure 2 shows, the model consists of three parts: the review semantics extractor, the review semantics generator and the rating regressor. The review semantics extractor uses CNN to extract the user's assessment semantics of the review. The review semantics generator uses an attention network to estimate the user's assessment on each aspect of the item and these assessments are used as coefficients to linearly combine the embedding of each aspect to generate the overall assessment semantics. The rating regressor predicts the overall rating based on the input features. In the training phase, the rating regressor predicts the overall rating based on the semantics of the review extracted by the review semantics extractor and the generated semantics generated by the review semantics generator is required to approximate the semantics of the review extracted by the review semantics extractor. In the recommendation phase, to overcomes the embarrassing situation that the review is not available, the rating regressor predicts the overall rating based on the generated semantics generated by the review semantics generator instead of the semantics of the review extracted by the review semantics extractor.
B. REVIEW SEMANTICS EXTRACTOR
There are many ways to extract the semantic representation of text sequences, such as RNN and CNN. Similar to DeepCoNN, we use CNN to extract the semantic feature of the review because the computation of CNN is respectively faster than RNN. Unlike DeepCoNN, we use a single review text as input instead of the aggregated review, which greatly reduces the length of input and speeds up the calculation of CNN. Therefore less resource consumption is needed during training.
Give a review text d u,i = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w l }, which denotes the review written by the user u to the item i, where w k is the k-th word in the review and l is the length. Similar to TextCNN [14] , we first process the review text through a word embedding layer. We apply word embedding f : w k → R d for each word in the review, then each word is represented as a dense vector. The parameters of the embedding layer can be trained by word2vec or randomly initialized. After the word embedding, a review text is represented by a matrix V ∈ R l×d , where d is the dimension of the embedded word vector. Next to the word embedding layer, a convolutional layer is used to extract the phrase-level semantics of the text through multiple filters of different sizes. In a convolutional layer, suppose there are m neurons. For each neuron, it uses K j as a filter to performance a convolution operation in a sliding window of the document. The process is formulated as
In which, * denotes the convolutional operator. K j ∈ R t×d is the parameter of the filter kernel, where the kernal size is t ×d. b j is the bias and relu(.) is the activation function, which is defined as
To retain the main semantics and suppress the noise, we apply the max-pooling operation to the output of the convolutional operation immediately. The max-pooling operation is formulated as
To extract a variety of semantic features, multiple filters are applied. Finally, the output of the convolutional layer is
A full-connected layer is used to transform the semantic features into the same dimension as the generated semantic features because the semantic features extracted by the convolutional layer may be inconsistent with the semantic features generated in the review semantics generator. So the final semantic features of the review are formulated as
in which W s is the weight of the full-connected layer while b s is the bias.
C. REVIEW SEMANTICS GENERATOR
A user often assesses each aspect of the item. Purchasement is determined by the overall assessment, which is drown based on the assessment on each aspect of the item. We use a memory-network liked structure to simulate such a process. An attention neural network similar to the key address mechanism in a memory neural network is used to estimate the user's assessment on each aspect, then these assessments are regarded as coefficients to linearly combine the embedding of each aspect to generate the overall semantic features. To estimate the user's assessment on each aspect of the item, the user and the item are embedded to get their latent representations p u , q i . The process is formulated as
where P ∈ R |U |×d u is the embedding matrix of users and Q ∈ R |I |×d i is the embedding matrix of items. |U | denotes the number of users and |I | denotes the number of items. v U u is the one-hot encoding representation of the identity of user u and v I i is the one-hot encoding representation of the identity of item i. Then these representations are concatenated as input to the attention network. It is formulated as
where z is the pair representation of the user u and item i. [.; .] is a vector concatenation operation. We use the concatenation in this case because concatenation losses less information.
Other fusion methods such as dot product can also be used. Then the operation of the attention network is formulated as
In which, a is the user's assessments. a k as the k-th dimension of a, the sign of a k represents the user's sentiment on the k-th aspect while the scale of a k indicates the importance of that aspect. 
In the vanilla attention mechanism, softmax(.) is used. However, the user's assessment of each aspect can be negative or positive, which is naturally a value in [−1, 1]. The output of tanh(.) meets such a constraint and we also find tanh(.) has a better performance than softmax(.) in the experiment. Suppose there are d a aspects that the user is concerned about of the item, where d a is a hyperparameter similar to the number of topics in the topic model. Similar to the word embedding, for each aspect e k , we embed it into a dense vector m k . Then all aspects can be represented by a matrix M ∈ R d a ×d , where d is the dimension of the embedding vector of each aspect. In the previous step, the user's assessments on these aspects are got by the output of the attention network, the overall assessment features can be regarded as the linear combination of the embedding vector of each aspect with the assessment on each aspect as a coefficient. So the overall assessment features are formulated aŝ
In the training, we hope that the generated user's overall assessment features are similar to the semantic features expressed in the review. Thus the l 2 loss is used to push them as close as possible, which is formulated as
D. RATING REGRESSOR
Through the process of the review semantics extractor, the semantic features of the review are extracted. We predict the overall rating based on the semantic features. In this case, we use a multiple layer feedforward neural network(MLP) to learn the regression function. Supposing there are n r layers in the rating regression network. The process is formulated as
in which x i is the output of the i-th layer. W i r , b i r are the weight and the bias of the i-th layer. σ (.) is the activation function. Without special statement, we set σ (.) to relu(.). The predicted overall rating is formulated aŝ
where b u , b i , b g are the user bias, item bias and global bias. During the training phase, we set
while in the recommendation phase, the semantic features of the review are not available, we set it to the generated overall assessment features, which is formulated as
E. LEARNING
There are three parts of the loss: the semantic features approximation loss L s , the rating prediction loss L r and the parameter regularization loss L w . The final optimization goal of the model is formulated as
In which, λ is the regularization parameter to balance the parameter regularization loss in the rating regressor to prevent overfitting. With the loss defined, we use the backpropagation algorithm(BP) to train the model parameters.
Detail optimization steps are shown in algorithm 1. for m = 1 to numBatches do 5: B ← Sample(C, batchSize) 6 :
Algorithm 1 Learning RSBM
Extract the semantic features s of the review d u,i by Eq.8-12.
8:
Generate the user's assessment featuresŝ by Eq.13-20.
9:
Estimate the overall ratingr u,i by Eq.22-24.
10:
Calculate the loss L s , L r , L w by Eq.21,27,28.
11:
end for 12: Optimize θ by Eq.26 with learning rate α through BP. 13: end for 14: end for
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Assuming each review has an average length of l; each user has an average of N U historical reviews; each item has an average of N I historical reviews; there are total |C| reviews. It is difficult to analyze the computation complexity because each model has diverse structures that depend on the setting. To make the comparison more simplified, we assume that the computation complexity of operations in each model is constant. Therefore, the overall computation complexity of the model is proportional to the size of the input. For models in the aggregated paradigm, they use the aggregated reviews to learn the representations of users and items, thus the computation complexity is O (|C|(N U l + N I l) ). If the model uses the topic modeling technique to learning the representations of users and items, which uses sampling methods such as Gibbs sampling to learn the parameters, the computation complexity may even get worse. For the proposed method, the model is trained on a single review, so its complexity is O(|C|l) which is much lower than that in the aggregated paradigm. What's more, when the user posts a new review, methods based on aggregated reviews need to reconstruct the input and the aggregated reviews will grow with time, thus it results in a huge additional computation. For our method, the new review can be directly applied to the original model via incremental learning, so our model is more suitable for online scenarios and has finer flexibility.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the datasets and evaluation metric used in the experiment. Then we describe baselines and corresponding settings. Finally, we analyze the experimental results and some of the characteristics of the model.
A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRIC
In the experiment, we mainly used the datasets from Amazon and Yelp to evaluate the proposed model. Amazon 1 : The data in the dataset is collected from Amazon, it contains 142.8 million product reviews spanning May 1996 to July 2014. We used the processed 5-core datasets, which guarantee each user and each item has at least 5 reviews. The product is divided into 24 categories, we only use Baby, Beauty, Cell Phone and Accessories, Digital Music, Grocery and Gourmet Food, Musical Instruments, Patio, Lawn and Garden and Toys and Games.
Yelp 2014 2 : This dataset is provided by Yelp for Dataset Challange 2014, which contains business attributes, check-in records, user information and user reviews. We only extract user Id, business ID, stars and the corresponding review from the original review record as our experimental dataset.
Detailed statistics for each dataset are listed in table 1. Similar to other rating prediction recommender methods, we use mean square error(MSE) as the evaluation metric. It's defined as
where is the test set and | | denotes the size of the test set. r u,i is the predicted rating while r u,i is the ground truth.
B. BASELINES AND SETTINGS
A variety of state-of-the-art methods are compared to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method. The baselines can be mainly divided into collaborative filtering based, topic-based and deep learning based. BMF [17] : this is the latent factor model that represents users and items as latent factors and uses Alternating Least Squares(ALS) to estimate the latent factors from historical ratings.
NeuMF [11] : this is a state-of-the-art collaborative filtering based method. It replaces the inner product operation in MF by MLP to capture the nonlinear relationship between the user's latent factors and the item's latent factors.
HFT [19] : this is a topic-model based method which combines the reviews and ratings. It links latent factors to topic factors by a transformation function.
DeepCoNN [31] : this is a state-of-the-art method, which utilizes the reviews to enhance the accuracy of rating prediction purely based on deep learning. Two CNN processors are used to extract the user's profile and the item's property. Then the Factorization Machine is employed to match the user's profile and the item's property together to predict the rating.
A3NCF [6] : this is a state-of-the-art method that combines the topic model and deep learning. It fuses the topic factors and latent factors. The attention mechanism is used to discriminate the importance of each factor.
For each dataset, like previous work, we first apply regular expression '\w+' to each raw review to retain the text content, and then use the NLTK 3 toolkit to perform preprocessing operations such as removing stop words. For each dataset, we randomly divide it into training, validation and test set with ratio 8:1:1. The validation set is used to determine the optimal value of the hyperparameter, once it is set, the result on the test set is reported with the optimal parameter. For BMF and NeuMF, we implement them in tensorflow, 4 the number of latent factors is picked from {8, 16, 32, 64}. For the topic-based model, HFT and A3NCF, we used the implementation provided by [6] , [19] . The optimal number of topics is picked from {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} according to the validation performance similar to that in A3NCF. For the DeepCoNN, we used the implementation in [5] . It should be noted that the problem of sample leakage is avoided in our experiment. We set the word embedding size to 100 and set the other parameters to the optimal values described in DeepCoNN. For our proposed method-RSBM, we select the number of latent factors and aspects in {8, 16, 32, 64}. In the review semantics extractor, we set the filter size to {2, 3, 5} and the number of each filter is picked from {16, 32, 100}. In the rating regressor, we use a feedforward neural network having a similar pyramid structure mentioned in [11] and the regularization parameter λ is tuned in {0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. In the training, we pick the optimal learning rate from {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001} and use the Adam [15] optimizer for all methods. We select the optimal batch size from {64, 128, 256}. For a fair scalability comparison experiment, we set the batch size to the same value for all comparison methods. All experiments are conducted on a desktop computer with a 16G memory and a 1080Ti GPU.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performances of baselines and the proposed model are reported in table 2. For MSE, the smaller is better. The best result is highlighted with bold font and the most competitive baseline is marked by underline.
From the experimental result, we have the following observations. For collaborative filtering based methods, the performance of BMF is far worse than that of NeuMF, indicating that it is important to replace the inner product by the deep neural network to model the nonlinear relationship between latent factors, which is consistent with the conclusion in [11] . In most cases, the review based methods have better performance than pure collaborative filtering based methods. For topic-based methods or deep learning methods, the implicit information in the reviews is used to enhance the prediction of ratings. However, the topic model belongs to the bag-ofwords model, which ignores the contextual information of reviews. Deep learning based methods can take advantage of such contextual information, thus we can see DeepCoNN is usually better than HFT and A3NCF. In the topic-based model, A3NCF is better than HFT in some datasets, which proves the benefits of the fusion of topic factors and latent factors and the significance of using attention mechanisms to distinguish the importance of each factor. A3NCF trains the topic model and predicts ratings in separate phases, that's why it is worse than HFT in some datasets, which couples topic factors and latent factors together through a transformation. The proposed model, RSBM, is better than all baselines on each dataset. Even on extremely sparse datasets, such as Toys and Games and Beauty, a significant improvement can be seen. There are two main reasons. Firstly, we use the deep leaning method to extract the semantic features of reviews, which can capture the contextual information. Secondly, in the review semantics generation, we simulate the process that the user firstly assesses each aspect of the item and then draws the overall assessment based on the assessment of each aspect, which implicitly expresses that each aspect may have different importance for different users. For the DeepCoNN, we can see that it has a very poor performance on Yelp2014 because each review in Yelp2014 is relative long than the others. It also shows that models in the aggregated paradigm will meet some problems when dealing with long reviews. is used to denote the improvement percent compared to the best baseline. 
D. MODEL ANALYSIS 1) PARAMETER IMPACT ANALYSIS
In the vanilla attention mechanism, softmax(.) is used as the activation function in the last layer. In this case, we use tanh(.). To demonstrate their different effects, we set the other parameters to the optimal value and use different activation functions. The results are shown in figure 3 . We can see that tanh(.) is better than softmax(.) in most cases because in this case, the output of the attention network represents the user's weighted sentiments on each aspect. It is more natural to map the weighted sentiment to a value in the range of [−1, 1], so tanh(.) is intuitively more reasonable, and the experimental results verify this intuition.
There are two key parameters in the review semantics generator, one is the dimension of latent factors of a user(or an item) and the other is the number of aspects the user concerned about. We set other parameters to the optimal values and the latent factors to varying dimensions. The result is shown in figure 5 . From the result, we can see that with the increase of the dimension of latent factors, the performance gets worse, because a larger dimension means more parameters to be learned and it also introduces the risk of overfitting. We conduct similar experiments with the number of aspects the user concerned about. The result is shown in figure 4 . We can see that the number of aspects the user concerned about has less influence on the model because the final semantic features are obtained by the linear combination of the embedding of each aspect, so more aspects mean that each aspect has a finer granularity.
2) ASPECT VISUALIZATION
The embedding of each aspect is automatically learned by the model, to investigate the meaning of each aspect more detailly. We set the number of aspects to 32, and run the model on Cell Phones and Accessories. After the learning converged, we save the embeddings of each aspect and each word, then the cosine similarity between them is calculated to measure the relevance. We select some human-readable aspect to report, the most relevant word of these aspects is reported in table 3. From the most relevant word of each aspect, we can infer the meaning of each aspect. For example, the No.3 aspect may express something about the weight of the item and the No.13 aspect may represent the price.
3) COLD START PROBLEM
The cold start problem is prevalent in recommender systems [31] . To investigate the performance of the proposed model, we select the users who have reviews less than 4 as cold start users and all records associated with them are collected as the dataset to conduct the experiment in the setting of cold start. In the experiment, we randomly reserve one record as the testing set for each user, and the others are used as the training set. The performances of RSBM and Deep-CoNN are reported in table 4. From the result, we can see that although performances of both DeepCoNN and RSBM are degraded, RSBM is still better than DeepCoNN. In the setting of cold start, records are not sufficient to learning the parameter of the model, so the performance is more friendly for smaller capacity models. In RSBM, the embeddings of aspects are shared by all users and items, which reduce the load of parameter learning, that is why it still works better in the setting of cold start.
4) SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
DeepCoNN, as a model in the aggregated paradigm, is trained based on the user's aggregated review and item's aggregated review. However, the proposed model-RSBM is only trained on a single review, which results in better training efficiency. To prove this point, we report the input length statistics in table 5 and the time to run a batch during the training and prediction phase on the same hardware. From the result, we can see the training and prediction time is propositional to the input length for DeepCoNN. Although the running time increases with the input length in RSBM, a single review length is relatively shorter than the sum of the aggregated review length of users and items, thus it is faster than Deep-CoNN in training phase. During the prediction phase, RSBM only uses the review semantics generator and rating regressor, which is free of the review, so the running time is nearly a constant on all datasets. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we use a model paradigm that differs from the existing review-based recommender. A single review instead of an aggregated review is used to train the model for improving efficiency and scalability. Specifically, we use a memory-network liked structure to generate the semantic features of the review. In the generation process, we first use a attention network to estimate the assessment of a user on each aspect of an item, then regard these assessments as coefficients to linearly combine the embedding of each aspect to generate the overall assessment semantics, which is similar to the behavior of the user when making a purchase decision. Through a series of experiments on realworld datasets, the proposed model outperforms state-ofthe-art methods whatever in rating prediction accuracy or scalability.
In the future work, we will try to extract the aspect keywords and combine them with users and items to build a knowledge graph. The graph-based techniques such as Graph Convolution Network(GCN) [16] can be applied to it to make more accurate recommendations.
